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and
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INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal for a noise engineer must be to reduce the adverse effects of noise. One of the most
prominent effects of road traf c noise is the annoyance it causes to exposed people, like pedestrians along

a street, people strolling in recreational areas, dwellers in their homes or gardens, etc. The normal way to
reduce the annoyance, almost exclusively selected by noise engineers, is to try to control the noise
physically either by emission or immission measures. However, annoyance and some other adverse effects

depend not only on the physical level of the noise, but also on the psychological perception by the exposed

human. Acoustic engineers can provide help also with respect to such human factors.
In most urban areas there are some roads or streets along which traf c noise exposure is

unacceptably high and where conventional reduction methods appear to be either inef cient, unreasonably

expensive or impossible to use. Although the authorities may have an ambitious program to reduce the
noise, reality may force them to accept a normally unacceptable situation, particularly in outdoor spaces.

In such virtually hopeless cases one may try to look for unconventional ways to reduce the nuisance.

One such unconventional way might be to produce in noisy environments sound which is regarded by
most exposed people as being pleasant. A pleasant sound may attract the attention away from disturbing

traf c noise, and thus make it more likely that people pay less attention to the noise. The environment
might be perceived as more acceptable if it contains not only unwanted noise but also pleasant sound. The

idea is anticipated to work only when the main adverse effect of the noise is annoyance and where it is

expected that most of the affected persons will nd the arti cially produced sound pleasant or interesting.
If one would introduce such sound generation, it may also have some attractive spin-off effects. If

properly done, it can constitute some type of acoustical art , and/or it can assign a certain local and

identi able sound character to a place or town. At best, these things may assist in improving the quality of
life in certain locations.

SUITABLE SOUND SOURCES

Few types of sounds are useful for the purpose outlined above. A sound may be very pleasant to one
person but highly objectionable to another one. It may also be pleasant or interesting only for a limited

time or for a limited number of repetitions.
We may not always think of it, but in our daily environment, most of us are exposed to sounds which

are intended to either increase our quality of life or make us notice something in a positive way. Examples

of such sound sources are church/temple bells playing a melody or simply calling for service, outdoor
clockwork bells, jingle bells and sound from musical instruments. A special type of sound, and perhaps

somewhat doubtful in this context, is the background music in shops and arcades. Another frequently used

sound in recent years is the ticking sound at pedestrian crossings. This is hardly pleasant, however.
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Of course, our natural environment is dominated acoustically by birdsong, songs of cicadas or related
insects, sound from air turbulence, sound from rattling leaves and sound from waves or rushing water. Of

these, birdsong and sound from waves are usually regarded as very pleasant and may be candidate sound

types for use as compensators for noise. A couple of recent studies ranking the pleasantness of various
sounds have shown that the most pleasant sounds come from musical instruments (harp, ute, music box,

etc.), waves, waterfall, church/temple bells, wind bells and birds, see Refs. [1,2]. The latter reference also
noted that the sounds typical of a location could give it a certain positive identity [2].

It is important when considering the soundscape (the total acoustical environment), to consider not

only the unwanted noise but also sounds which are carrying information or meant to provide some pleasure

and, nally, the natural sounds of birds, moving waters, wind, etc. Noise engineers often neglect this.

THE WHISPERING BRIDGE IN YOKOHAMA

In Japan, "soundscape" has long been an important part of environmental design. A related paper appeared

as Ref. [3] a few years ago. Some soundscape experiments in which pleasant sound is produced in public

outdoor environments will be described here. The rst of them is the Nishitsuruya-bashi bridge in

Yokohama, Japan, in which an interesting acoustical installation has been in operation since 1988.

The bridge which carries pedestrians, bicyclists and some motor vehicles, crosses the Shintama River

in the downtown shopping district of Yokohama, close to the big department store Mitsukoshi and

Yokohama Station. Due to the exceptional space problems in the city, over and along the river for about
700 m runs an elevated and highly traf cked expressway which is built on a concrete structure as a roof

over the river. The environment is very unpleasant, with the understructure of the elevated expressway
visually dominating the scene and with a very high level of traf c noise; daytime Leq at the bridge being

around 75 dB(A), mainly originating from the expressway and ampli ed by multiple re ections. Since
thousands of people cross the bridge daily, something is desirable to improve the environment. See Fig. l.
  

was

    
Fig. l (left). The Nishitsuruya-bashi bridge, its rail,

and its surroundings. Note the understructure of the

elevated expressway at the top. Photo: Jorgen Kragh

Fig. 2 (above). One of the metallic tubes containing

the sound installation. Photo: Jorgen Kragh.    
The rails on both sides of the bridge are supplemented with specially designed metallic tubes in which

the acoustical installation is placed, see Fig. 2. It consists of tiny jingle bells inside each tube, which are
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excited and brought to motion by road traf c vibrations and noise picked-up by a sensor. When the traf c
vibrations and noise exceed certain levels, a pleasant but discrete chime sound is emitted by the bells.
This can be heard by the pedestrians and bicyclists crossing the bridge, but never dominates over the noise
from the traf c in order not to disturb anybody during relatively quiet periods. It never contributes to the

overall A-weighted sound level, neither in noisy nor in quiet traf c noise conditions.

A plaque mounted on the bridge explains to the public as follows (translated from Japanese):

 

- The Whispering Bridge -

This Nishitsuruya-bashi bridge was made to remind people of a natural grove. From the balustraa e of the

bridge, sound like the whispering oftrees ows out. The installation emits tinny sound by responding to the

vibrations and the surrounding noise ofthe bridge, and when you listen carefully you can hear this refreshing

sound. Through this bridge, we hope to bring back the soul ofnature in daily life that we have forgotten.   
 

As stated on the plaque, the purpose of the acoustical installation is to make pe0ple forget about the
poor environment and remind them of a more natural setting. This is indeed an interesting concept; by
providing this acoustical amenity, triggered by'the environmental nuisance itself, the attention is drawn
from the uncomfortable traf c noise (and possibly the ugly structures), to some pleasant acoustical
sensation in harmony with nature. As a secondary effect, it gives the place a unique and positive identity,
hopefully counteracting the environmental problems.

Unfortunately, many people hurrying over the bridge will not notice the bell sound. In corresponding

future installations, a higher sound level in relation to the traf c noise shall be considered.

THE PEDESTRIAN SOUND TUNNEL IN OHNO-MURA

The Sweetbriar Park in the village of Ohno in Ibaraki, Japan, is a kind of rose garden for recreational

purposes through which a creek runs. The sound of running water is therefore a natural sound occurring in

this park. Along the creek, quite discretely dug into a slope, a pedestrian tunnel called The Sound Tunnel
has been constructed. People stroll through this tunnel and catch a mysterious, reverberating sound. The

sound comes from water dripping into a jar in a stone basin underneath the tunnel oor, which is picked up

by a microphone and reproduced at a much higher level by a loudspeaker. The installation is called
Suikinkutsu. People stop for a while, read the explanatory plaque and learn something about acoustics.

The Sound Tunnel gives an acoustical identity to the place which is relevant for its natural

surroundings, and make people think and possibly learn something about acoustics. The authors think that

the concept could be extended to tunnels in general, particularly tunnels with high levels of traf c noise.
Normally, tunnels are cold, acoustically unpleasant and often soiled. Arti cial but pleasant sound

generation could transfer them to interesting or exciting places instead. A street musician in each tunnel

would be one way, but perhaps not practical and economical .....

It is appropriate here to mention a project by avant-garde artist Max Neuhaus around 1987 in the Paris

pedestrian metro tunnel between Montpamasse and Bienvenue stations [4]; a huge arts project, started but

never nished, which aimed at providing a sound experience in an otherwise boring acoustical enviromnent

THE ACOUSTIC ARTS PROJECTS TIME SQUARE AND TIME PIECE IN NEW YORK

The above-mentioned Max Neuhaus is responsible for some other sound installation projects in street noise

environments [5]. Between 1977 and the mid 80 s, he had an installation at Times Square on Manhattan,

New York City; one of the most well-known squares in the world. An enormous loudspeaker, through huge

cavities, produced sound from beneath a grillwork in a traf c island in the center of the square. The sound,

partly infrasonic, was meant to interact with the buzzing street noise and give the passers-by (several

thousands each hour) an interesting acoustical experience. The installation, named Time Square , was

removed after some years, probably due to lack of continued funding.

In 1983 Neuhaus installed Time Piece at the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City.
Along a short stretch of Madison Avenue, Neuhaus provided the street facade with a sound which was

picked-up from the traf c, reverberated and possibly processed in other ways. Each 20-minute period

started with this sound (or noise if you prefer) being emitted at a very low level which then increased
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continuously until it reached a level which equaled the ambient traffic noise at the end of the period. Then

it was suddenly shut off. People on the street rst did not notice the sound (noise), then generally became

curious, and when the sound was momentarily shut off felt like the location suddenly became quiet . The
idea originated in an alarm clock that Neuhaus constructed which woke people up not by sound but by

silence! The alarm started at a very low level, increased gradually to a high and steady level, although not

enough to wake people up, and then suddenly was switched off The sudden silence woke people up!

ACOUSTIC AMENITY AT PARTHENON IN TAMA

In the city of Tama in Japan there is a mixed cultural, recreational and commercial center called

Parthenon-Tama. In the heart of this place, a Sound Tower has been constructed. Loudspeakers in a

group of vertical columns emit sounds which are intended to resemble the song of larks. The Sound Tower
is meant to be a visual and acoustical landmark - an amenity which is unique to the plaza and even a

symbol of the city. It constitutes an acoustically pleasant and interesting counterpart to the noise of traf c
to/from the center as well as the noise of all other activities there. It is hoped that it will draw the attention
of people from the business noise to the sounds of the tower.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the exceptions of chimes from clock-towers or church/temple bells, the possibilities to introduce

pleasant sounds - acoustic amenities - in outdoor urban spaces in order to improve the well-being of

individuals passing through or staying there is mostly overlooked. An exception may be in Japan, where

application of the soundscape concept is sometimes resulting in improvements being made to poor as well

as medium environments in public places by means of arti cial sound generation. The sound generated

may be of many types, like birdsong, rushing water, waves, chimes or some synthesized musical notes.
It is recommended that urban environments signi cantly contaminated by noise from road traf c or

other human activities are more often than at present improved by means of introduction of arti cial,
pleasant sounds. The choice of sound source: character, spectral shape, sound level and the temporal
characteristics, shall be adapted to the particular situation, which may eventually lead to an improvement

of the area which enhances the quality of life as perceived by people staying there or passing through.
Particularly, it is worth trying to use the principle in some areas where traf c noise is a big problem

and where many people are exposed to the noise. The co-operation of acoustical engineers and behavioral

scientists should seek to answer the question of how much people think that the enviromnental

improvement is by such measures. So far, no study of that type is known to the authors.

Another particular application might be in tunnels for pedestrians where the sound as well as the visual

environment too often is poor. '
A supplementary measure might be to introduce planting. It was concluded by [6] that the introduction

of planting along streets, which did M affect the actual noise levels, had an annoyance-reducing effect

which corresponded to a hypothetical 5 dB(A) traf c noise reduction.
The sound generation may preferably be combined with some art-work and may be designed in a way

which assists in giving a plaza or a village a special acoustical identi cation which helps in providing

people with a feeling of home and comfort, or creates curiosity. It is hypothesized that such unconventional

development may counteract the sometimes inevitable effects of ever-increasing road traf c noise.
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